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NTERTAINMENT
Woody and Buzz Lightyear,
among other toys, are back in
’Toy Story 2’ Page 5

The next issue of the Spartan Daily will
be released, packed with lots of interesting factoids on Nov. 29
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Aztec dancers
pay homage
By Christina Lucarotti
Daily staff writer

The six Aztec dancers from the
group Tlaloc Chalchihuitlicue
began their presentation by honoring six directions.
Wearing colorful costumes
called trajes, head dresses decorated with feathers and chachayote anklets covered with seed
pods, the dancers honored north,
south, east, west, Father Sun and
Mother Earth Sunday night in
the Dining Commons.
The presentation of dances was
organized by Alina Woinarosky,
resident
the
adviser in charge
of the program
Focus
on
All
Cultures
and
Experiences
of
Students at San
Jose
State
University,
in
honor of Native
American
heritage month.
"I thought it
was fabulous. It
was so exciting,"
said Woinarosky,
who said she has
always been fascinated by Native
culAmerican
tures. "What I
really loved was
they
how
the
explained
symbolism of everything."
The dancers held sonajas,
which are tin rattles, and feathers
in their hands as they danced to
guard themselves against evil
spirits.
The concha (shell) was blown to
call the spirits down from the
mountains, where they dwell, to
the celebration. Copal incense was
burned during their performance
to carry their prayers up in the
smoke, and the huehuetl drum

kept beat throughout each dance.
Freshman Alicia Lopez was one
of about 50 students who attended the performance.
"It reminds me of my culture,"
said Lopez about her Mexican
heritage. "It makes me thankful
for what I have and reminds me to
make the best out of it."
Lopez was not the only student
to have a strong emotional reaction to the dances.
"The copal brings a sensation
of relaxation over me," said
Karina Sanchez, a freshman
majoring in computer engineering. "It reminds me of my fussily
and teachee me
to be thank Ail,
especially
to
the Creator and
Mother Earth."
Elisa Gomez,
a
freshman
in
majoring
sociology and
juscriminal
tice, has been
dancing with a
group in Santa
Maria for a
year and had
been
looking
forward to the
seeing the presentation.
Karina Sanchez -I
just
SJSU freshman thought it was
beautiful,"
Gomez
said.
"The drumbeat
really hit my heart."
Elizabeth Barron, who has
been dancing for 12 years and
started the group about five years
ago with her mother and sister,
compared the drumbeat to the
rhythm of life.
"It’s the heartbeat of the
Earth," said Barron.
The first time Barron saw
Aztec dancing it brought her to
tears.

"It reminds
me_of my
family and
teaches me to
be thankful
especially to
the Creator
and Mother
Earth."

Glenn Fuentes /Spartan Daily

Thi
Above, 4-year-old George Matarangas dusts
himself off after falling Monday night at the
Nortel Networks_ Downtown lce rink in San
;u
Jose. Matarangas warointi
use the ice rink, which will stay open until an.
17.

Robert Bradsho

/ Spartan Daily

Left, Gigl and Rob Matarangas help their son
George put his rental ice skates on before taking to the ice for Monday’s opening of the ice
rink. This is George’s second year ice skating
after taking lessons last year, and his parents
are considering purchasing him a pair of his
own skates.

See Aztecs, page 3

Actress finds
path to SJSU

Film club
promotes
international
appreciation

Former ’Wonder Years’ star
now graduate student
By Monica L. Ewing
Special to the Daily

By Lia Chakhunashvili
Linda Hoy a professional actress who
has made a name for herself with enduring performances as supporting characters, has journeyed to San Jose State
University to pursue her master’s
degree, teach and perform with the San
Jose Repertory Theater.
Hoy is best known for her performance as Mrs. Ritvo in the television
series "The Wonder Years."
Hoy found the theatrical lighting "hot
spot" at only 4 years of age, when her
mother put her in dance classes. She has
played a range of characters in her 52
years as an actress.
She has done 130 plays; 72 television
shows, including "Cagney & Lacey" and
"China Beach;" 13 films, which include
"True Crime," "Pink Cadillac" and "Soul
Man"; and 26 commercials and radio
voice -overt.
Her talent and love of the craft shows
in her memorable performances and has
earned her many fans.
"Everybody that has ever worked
with her or studied with her is in awe of
her work," said Elliott Peele, a radio,
television and film student who took a
drama class with Hoy. "She is the real
deal."
Hoy did her undergraduate work at
Trinity University in San Antonio,
Texas. She left during her junior year, in
1968, to co-found a theater company
named The First Repertory Company.
"We made our own costumes, did all
our own props and set gathering, taught
children’s theater to augment the budget
and we would make personal appearances all around San Antonio. It was an
exciting time," Hoy said.
Later, Hoy moved to Los Angeles,
where she built a lucrative career in film

Special to the Daily

Glenn Fueniee Spartan Daily
Zack de la Rocha of Rage Against the Machine belts out the lyrics to "Testify" Friday night at the Oakland
Arena. The Bay Area was the first stop on Rage’s national tour.

Rage runs rampant in Oakland
By Mike segued*
Daily staff writer

The four members of Rage Against
the Machine walked silently onto the
stage of the Oakland Arena Friday
night.
The first words that came out of
vocalist Zack de la
Rocha’s mouth were
1,2."
"Check
Judging by the
of
the
sea
response
of heads that filled
the arena’s floor, the microphones
worked fine.
With that matter settled, de la Rocha

and the rest of the band kicked off their
national tour with a 14 -song, 70 -minute
routine that had the arena floor packed
with bodies pounding one another and
people crowding the ledges and aisles.
"Testify" started off Rage’s set with
the energy and power that would dominate the night. The track comes from the
band’s new ’The battle of
Los Angeles" album,
which has sat atop the
charts in the two weeks
since its release. But
Rage wanted to turn this
show into the "Battle of Oakland" as the
banner of their album cover that hung
above the stage said.

Review

See Actress, page 3

De la Rocha showed all the anger
that comes across in each of Rage’s
albums. The 29-year-old’s energy proved
to be up to the level of the legion of fans
who moshed away throughout the performance. Rage’s frontman jumped
around acrobatically, showing a genuine
power of the message of the music.
Not only does Rage feature the fiery
vocal delivery of de la Rocha and the
guitar wonders of Tom Morello, but the
band has a message that echoes
through its loud guitars and screaming
words. Outside of the seating area, petitioners rallied support for the game

See Rage, page 4

Every second Tuesday this semester,
at 6 p.m. in Room 100 of Sweeney Hall,
a new student organization, Auteur, welcomes SJSU students to the international movie screening. All movies selected
for the event have English subtitles.
Jingwoan Chang, a graduate student
at SJSU specializing in Chinese history,
founded Auteur. Cinematography is a
side interest of his.
"I learn a lot from movies, especially
when I watch movies with other people
and later discuss the impressions with
them. Watching movies alone and in the
company of friends are two completely
different things," she said.
Though there are no formal discussion sessions after the screening yet,
Auteur plans to make the opportunity
available in the future.
Auteur, the International Film
Appreciation Society, launched its activities last semester with the goals of promoting international film appreciation,
and fostering discussion and intellectual
exchange over films.
"A lot of faculty encourage their students to attend our events. They believe
that our screenings enrich knowledge of
students. Sometimes, the movie is
directly connected to the subject of studies. For example, a Chinese movie can
provide those studying... Chinese history
with additional visual information,"
Chang said.
Lynn Chen, a senior in linguistics,
has attended almost all of the screenings.
"It’s delightful to watch movies from
different countries. Before I watched only
Chinese movies. I find it very interesting

See Auteur, page3
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one likes to pay
Nofor something they
never use or even
want.
How many of us have
gone to the store and
picked up the newest (fill
in appropriate gadget),
only to never take it out of the box despite spending far more than we should have for it?
More appropriately, how many of us have given
money to some organization only to find out it supports things we are against?
But, sometimes, we must contribute to further
the greater good.
These are essentially the things at issue in the
case of Southworth vs. Grebe, which recently was
heard in front of the U.S. Supreme Court.
In the case, Scott Southworth, a University of
Wisconsin -Madison student, is requesting that
schools no longer require students to pay certain
mandatory fees. Southworth said he does not want
to support those that have views contrary to his
own.
So far, his request has been upheld by the lower
courts and those lower courts have even taken his
request a step further. They have suggested that
when students are mailed their bills, schools
should provide a list of all the programs their fees
will support. Students would then be asked to
mark all the programs they oppose.
As it currently stands, schools and individuals
don’t stand to lose a substantial amount of money.
In Southworth’s case he would have been refunded a few dollars, for instance.
At San Jose State University, students would
probably only get a similar amount of money. But
that, it is argued, is not the point. Rather, it is the
principle of paying for organizations that you
morally oppose.
By supporting such a ruling, though, we are
ignoring a lot of what college is about. I will gladly donate my couple of dollars to the Catholic
Campus Ministry or any other like-minded organization, even though I probably disagree with
many of their ideas.
College is about being exposed to new ideas. For
the rest of our lives we will be able to close our ears
and ignore many of the ideas that we don’t agree
with.
It is not too much to ask for the few years we
spend in college that we permit everyone to be
heard equally. Through this kind of exposure we
might learn more about people who aren’t exactly
like us, and maybe we will be able to understand
them better.
But my biggest problem with this is the kind of
precedent it will potentially set.
It is not far-fetched to think that the next logical step to this would be allowing people to get
refunds on such student services as the Transit
Access Program or the Student Health Center.
Students could easily argue that since they don’t
use, nor want, these services, they shouldn’t be
forced to pay for them. That is where the real problem is.
Students voted to have these kinds of fees
imposed, and students should have to pay for
them. SJSU is a community, not a home-schooling
program. Our school should be more than a place
where we go to classes - it should be where we
learn to work with people unlike ourselves.
Jeremiah Oshan is the Spartan Daily executive
editor ’Prophecies" appears Tuesdays.
Today

the final day of
Asschool draws near,
I’ve found myself
reverting back to a childhood state. I giggle uncontrollably at times, run
down the hall of my parss,
iennoot’srphoorautseingat
jumps, leapsPeed and bounds into my
a paper chain signifyconstructed
even
I’ve
feat.
days are left until the end of the
sineghsteowrmany
me

Mr. Bad Example’s 10 Commandments
my name is Mr. Bad
Hi,Example, and I’m a male
chauvinist pig.
This is the point where everyone is supposed to say, "Hi, Mr.
Bad Example." But unlike the
bottomed-out alcoholic, I don’t
want to become a recovering
chauvinist.
Oh, I try to play "The Political
Correctness" game, but like the
alcoholic who somehow finds his
way back on the bar stool, I too cannot help being a
sexist pig.
I really mean to stay on the wagon. I try to look at
a woman as more than a piece of meat, I try to look
at the intrinsic value of her character, but somehow
I always wind up thinking about how she would look
naked.
I guess it’s just inherent - I’m a man, therefore I
am allowed to think with my little friend (actually
it’s a big friend, because you all know how men are
about judging the size of our manhood).
And damn it, I love being a man.
First of all, I don’t have to be nice if I don’t want
to. As a matter of fact, the only time I’m nice is when
I want something.
The last time I did something purely selfless was
... never. Everything I do is motivated by one thing sex.
I am always thinking about how to get some. "If I
take the garbage out, then maybe I’ll get some
tonight.""Hmm, the kids are taking their naps. How
’bout a quickie, baby?" "Look I just bought you this
nice necklace and earrings. How ’bout some action?"
And I know I’m not alone. All men either want sex
- or want ... more sex.
That’s why I won’t enroll in P.C. 101, because sex
is the only thing that drives me.
Hey guys, when you see a good-looking woman
what’s the first thought that runs - no, races through your mind?
Right, it’s: "I wonder what she’d look like naked?"
And the second question?
Right again: "I wonder if she has any friends that
would be willing to join us in bed?"
You see ladies, we are really quite simple. No, not
simpletons, simple.
I am passionate about two or three issues.
Everything else I could care less about.
If my wife asks me how I want my steak prepared,
she’ll get a nice detailed answer: marinated in teriyaki sauce overnight, then butterfly it and barbecue it

Meesha Puri at
mpuri44@hotmail.com.

Institute of Management
Accountants
"Pathway to Corporate
Controller," speakers from applied
materials, 4,30 p.m, to 5:30 p.m. in
the Council Chambers, Student
Union. For more information, call
Gina Bateman at 244-6487.

Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Body compostition analysis, 8
a.m. to 10 a.m. in the Central
Classroom building, Room 221. For
more information, call James Burke
at 924-3377.

Golden Key National Honor
Society
Donate canned goods for Second
Harvest Food Bank, bins in the
Associated Students office, Student
Union. For more information, e-mail

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; art receptions, 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call John or

until its medium -well.
If she asks me whether curtains or blinds would look better in the front window, she’ll
be lucky to get a "Huh?"
If she asks me why that guy
"on the mound of dirt keeps
grabbing and repositioning his
crotch" she’ll get a diatribe
about the intricacies of baseball - including the crotchgrabber’s lifetime stats.
If she asks what you think we should buy Johnny
and Susie, either a chafing dish or a gravy boat for a
wedding gift, she’ll more than likely look at you like
a dog that’s heard a high-pitched whistle.
Second, I live my life by certain codes - the Mr.
Bad Example’s 10 Commandments, if you will.
They are:
10. Don’t bad-mouth or snitch on your friends.
9. It’s all right to change my mind, even if I wind
up contradicting myself.
8. It’s all right to scratch myself, adjust myself or
rest my hand in the crotch area in public.
7. Meat and potatoes are good enough for a meal.
There really is no need for side dishes.
6. It’s acceptable to laugh at stupid, juvenile,
sophomoric humor. Beavis and Butthead still make
me bust out in laughter.
5. There’s always something to watch on ’IT as
long as sports still exist.
4. It’s all right to be caring and loving with your
wife, because you know sooner or later you’ll get
some.
3. Boys will be boys - and it’s all right to grow up
to be a big boy.
2. Teaching a boy how to be a man is the greatest
thing you can do in your lifetime.
1. It’s all right to think with your little head, just
make sure the big head has veto power. This is necessary to make sure the little head remains a viable
entity for your entire life.
If men around the world live by these simple and
attainable goals, I promise years of happiness, joy
and many lonely nights sleeping on the couch.

Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily assistant
sports editor "Mr. Bad Example" appears Tuesdays.

Sparta Guide
Jenny at 924-4330.

p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Administration
building, Room 222B. For more
information, call Jill Steinberg or
Christie Fukunaga at 924-5910.

School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series, 5
p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Art building,
Room 133. For more information,
call Andy at 924-4328.
Counseling Services
Ongoing support group for students taking or considering taking
medication for concerns such as
depression, anxiety, OCD, etc., 4

Marketing Association
Ray Wong of radio station Wild
94.9 will discuss promotions and
marketing techniques in the radio
industry, 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the
Almaden room, Student Union. For
more information, call Arlene at
870-2086.

Wednesday
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Counseling Services
Grief group - attendance every
week not mandatory. The information revealed in the group is confidential, 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Administration building, Room
222B. For more information, call
Holly Hopkins at 924-5910.
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So, what are you doing for New Year’s
Eve?
The Spartan Daily wants to know how
YOU plan to celebrate the end of the
century. Tell us your plans by e-mail at
sdaily@jmc.sjsu.edu, attn: opinion editor. A list of the party plans will be
published Dec. 6, 1999. No names will
be included.
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Gay, Bisexual, Lesbian and
Transgender Alliance
Weekly meeting canceled today.
For more information, call John
Heinnickel at 985-7499.
Library Donations and Book
Sales
Ongoing book sales, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Clark Library, Room 408.
For more information, call the
acquisitions department at 9242705.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to
students, faculty and staff The deadline for
entries is noon, three days be/lire desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the
Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions may
require editing of submission.
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No, I’ve haven’t gone temporarily insane.
Rather, a phenomenon known as "senioritis" has
resurfaced since my first bout of the disease in
June 1995, when I graduated high school.
College graduation, however, is structured
completely different. Instead of having one graduation ceremony where you know everybody and
everybody knows you, many students have the
option of participating in a departmental graduation held in the fall and spring, and a university
graduation held each June.
In the university graduation, you’re thrown in
among thousands of students you don’t know or
care to know. You may recognize a few familiar
faces here and there, but for the most part you’re
sent out cold turkey.
Not only that, you’re forced to sit in the middle
of Spartan Stadium with the sun beating down on
you for hours while you wait your turn to stand up
when your major is called. Not an individual
recognition like you received in high school, a
group recognition.
Now I know some of you may be offended by
my views on the university graduation, but it
seems like a waste of time for the students who
are graduating and their friends and family.
Personally, I wouldn’t put anyone I cared about
through that kind of torture.
With my luck, my dad would go psycho from
the vast amount of traffic and commit some
heinous road-rage crime. My mother would complain that she couldn’t find me among the vast sea
of pin-sized black gowns and caps below. My
grandmother would more than likely suffer from
a heat stroke, and my grandfather would gripe
and moan in his gruff Danish accent while tapping the backs of strangers’ legs with his cane to
get people to move out of his way.
Not my idea of a good time.
I will participate, however, in the departmental
graduation. These small ceremonies signify what
graduation should really be about - celebrating
your accomplishments with the instructors and
students who have endured through the years of
schooling with you. Everywhere you look there’s a
friendly and familiar face.
The amount of students participating in the
ceremony is also small enough for you to enjoy
your graduation. Instead of feeling like you’re just
a number, you’re recognized as a person who’s
busted their butt for the past several years to
obtain one of the greatest accomplishments in life
- a college degree.
When Dec. 13 rolls around, I’ll be celebrating
with the instructors and advisers who have made
it all possible at the School of Journalism and
Mass Communications convocation ceremony.
Will I return for the ceremony in June? Most
likely not. I may be passing up on one of those
great thrills in life you end up telling your grandchildren about, but when it comes to keeping my
sanity and the sanity of friends and family, I opt
to avoid the insane asylum.
Charmain Smith is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Readers are encouraged to express themselves on
the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an
issue or point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel
and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237,
e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Aztecs
Continued from pg 1
"It (dancing) fits with my spirituality," Barron said. "It makes me feel
really good, and I know it’s good for
other people. It has helped me learn
who I am."
The group performed several
dances, including Xuhtecuhtli, which
is the fire dance; Quetzalli, a dance
honoring a precious Mexican bird;
the Apache dance, in honor of the
tribe that was divided by the U.S.Mexico border; and the Tezkatlipoka
dance, in honor of the prophet, the
lord of the smoking mirror.
Tezkatlipoka represents self
examination and discovery.
At the end of the performance the
audience was invited to join the
dancers in honoring the directions.
Tlaloc Chalchihuitlicue holds
practices open and free to the public
from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays and Fridays in the
Multicultural room at Prusch Park
on South King Road.
Those interested in practicing
with the group can contact
Elizabeth Barron at 287-0101 for
more information.

Kohjiro Kinno / Special to the Spartan Daily
A group from the Tlaloc Chalchihuitlicue Danza Azteca perform in front of a crowd
inside the Dining Commons Sunday. The perfoanance was sponsored by 7ACES and

MOSAIC, student organizations that promote multicultural experiences at SJSU.

Auteur

Actress
Continued from pg 1
and television. She did eight
commercials in her first year,
two of which paid $50,000, but
she said times are over for bigpaying commercials, unless you
are a hot item in L.A.
A decade later, she turned her
back on the glitz and glamour of
Hollywood, and moved to San
Francisco to return to the theater.
"When you are in the theater,
you create a world and you
inhabit that world. It’s the world
that the playwright has helped
create, but you also give the flesh
to it, you breathe the life into it
as an actor," Hoy said.
Hoy said most Hollywood
moguls didn’t care what she
thought about her role.They had
paid for her face and for her to
say her lines.
Since she came to San

Francisco, Hoy has played many
rewarding roles, including Ma
Joad twice in "The Grapes of
Wrath" by John Steinbeck, which
she said is her favorite role to
date.
Currently she is working on a
production of a play by
titled
Williams
Tennessee
"Spring Storm." The play was
by
Williams
recently unearthed
biographer Lyle Leverich.
In "Spring Storm," Hoy plays
Aunt Lila, whom she describes
as the old maid aunt who is wry
and funny, smokes cigarettes and
calls it like it is.
"All the characters are people
from Williams’ life and his stamp
is indelibly on this piece," Hoy
said. "It’s a wonderful piece."
"Spring Storm" is premiering
in San Francisco at the Mann
Theater Compan, and runs until
Dec. 18.
While doing "Spring Storm,"

Hoy is working on her
and teaching beginning acting
and voice and diction as part of
her graduate program at SJS1...
"I have never met a person
who knows more about voice and
she can do all kinds of different
accents," said Theresa Lubeley.
theatre arts major who is taking
Hoy’s voice and diction class.
"She knows how to relate to her
students from an actor’s point of
view. She makes the class fun."
Hoy has been an acting coach
for many years and feels quite
comfortable on stage.
"I watch her on stage and I am
amazed," Lubeley said. "It is
amazing how many accents she
can do and how she becomes the
character. First she is just Linda
Hoy, and within seconds she can
completely become a character
After finishing her graduate
degree Hoy hopes to teach theater at a univcrsity.

Continued from pg 1
to watch movies from other countries "
(7hatig and other members of
Auteur choose movies Ihr screening. They rent or borrow video
tapes, then print and distribute
fliers.
"We simply pick what we think
would be of interest of our audience," Chang said.
For this semester Auteur decided on a series of movies about food
and the roles that food and eating
play in everyday life.
"Food expresses culture very
well. And besides, movies about
(hod are very fun to watch," Chang
said.
The group’s name comes from
the auteur theory of film.
According to that theory, a director
is an author of the film, and a film
is a work of art, marked with tfie
liersonality of its creator.

Attorney general fuels up gas study
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Gasoline is usually more expensive in California than most
other states, but it’s not because
of anticompetitive practices by
oil companies, Attorney General
Bill Lockyer said today.
Lockyer announced the findings in a preliminary report that
blamed the difference on inadequate competition, California’s
stiff clean air laws and the
state’s slightly higher gasoline
taxes.
"In California, just six companies account for more than 90
percent of California’s refining
capacity, and these same six
companies control more than 90
in
of the gasoline sold
California," Lockyer said during
a news conference.
The attorney general said he
plans to form a group of consumers, economists and oil
industry experts to come up with
a plan to lower prices.
"There are still a number of
issues that ought to be analyzed

in order to complete our investigation of gas pricing practices,"
Lockyer said.
Lockyer said he will "carefully
scrutinize the pending mergers
of Exxon -Mobil and BP-Arco to
see what we can do to restore
more healthy competition."
The state must review any
merger or acquisition to protect
against "the erosion of competition in an already concentrated
and vertically integrated gasoline market," he said.
In some spots, Californians
were paying upward of $2 a gallon for premium gasoline in
April when Lockyer started the
probe. The prices have dropped
since then and in some places
are less than $1.50 a gallon.
Lockyer said at that time that
alleged price gouging by oil companies could lead to legal actions
to cut high gasoline costs in
California. He said fewer than
half the price increases imposed
on motorists in California
appeared related to increases in

the world price of oil or to accidents that took San Francisco
Bay area refineries out of commission.
Oil companies answered the
state probe with 10,000 boxes of
documents.
A spokeswoman for major oil
companies operating in the %Vest
said that similar allegations in
the past were found to have no

basis
by
federal
energy
researchers.
As part of the probe, Lockyer
met with angry California service station dealers, who said
they were squeezed by the price
spike. A spokesman for the dealers’ association said they
"shared sensitive oil company
pricing
information"
with
Lockyer.
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Auteur had already screened
"Raise the Red Lantern," a
Chinese film directed by Zhang
Yimou; "Ran," a Japanese film
directed by Akira Kurosawa; "Eat
Drink Man Woman," a Taiwanese
film directed by Ang Lee;
"Babette’s Feast," a Danish and
French film directed by Gabriel
Axel; "Tampopo," a Japanese film
directed by Juzo Itami; "Like
Water for Chocolate," a Mexican
film based on the novel by Laura
Esquivel and directed by Alfonso
Arau; "Delicatessen," a French
film directed by Marc Caro and
Jeunet;
and
Jean-Pierre
Taiwanese film "Drunken Master
II," directed by Lou Kar Leung.
"Auteur makes a good selection.
I like watching such films, but usually they are not played in the theaters. I would never be able to find
these films with all the choices in
video stores. Plus, these screenings.
are at a good time and are free,"

said Lauren Zahner, a freshman
studying aviation, after attending
a screening of "Tampopo."
Mike Flores, a senior studying
radio, television and film, has
attended the screenings a couple
of times.
"I took class in film a few
semesters ago. In that class we
were screening different movies.
Auteur gives me that possibility
again."
Recently Auteur opened a Web
site and posted a schedule of
upcoming screenings, as well as
information about the movies that
have been shown. The Web site
provides links to other film events
in the city and other Bay Area film
Web sites.
Lia Chakhunashvili is an
Edmund S. Muskie / Freedom
Support Act graduate program
fellow at the SJSU School of
om,d 0
Maim;
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ADVENT
.4*NI

ti**
Daily Mass 12 10 p.m.
Sunday Mass 600 p.m.
Tenth Street & San Carlos
Sunday Mass a 8:00 p.m.
St. Joseph Cathedral, 1st & Market Sts.
ADVENT REFLECTION
TUESDAY. NOVLMUCR

30.7:00

P.M

ADVENT TAIZE PRAYER
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2.7.00 P.M.

ADVENT/CHRISTMAS CONCERT
FRIDAY DFCEMBER 10

! 00 P

ADVENT/CHRISTMAS DINNER:
SUNDAY. DLCLAIDLN 12. 5:00 P.M. FOLLOWED BY
EUCHARIST (6 00 P Mi
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CATI1OLIC CAMPOS MINISTRY
IOTII ST ANT, SAN CAN OS

Finals are fast-approaching and Thinkwell.com
is the perfect tool to help you through it.

Confused about something?
Video lectures from our great teachers will help
you understand that stubborn concept you’ve
been struggling with all semester.

Can’t make office hours?
Our site is available 24/7. Fire off a question
to one of our tutors and we’ll reply in a
matter of hours.

Want to take a mock final?
I I.
Peuind

"Thanks is not enough. We never met her but we wish her a
lifetime of happiness."
As an egg donor you can help do something good for others. If vou’rc
between the ages of 21 - 31, and would like to find out more about the
egg donation process, please call us. Compensation for your time and
commitment in this confidential process ranges from $3,000 to $4,000
per donation.

4

Reproductive Science Center’
1160 Crow Canyon Road. Sum (Si)
San Ramon, CA 94551
19251867.1RO

xI61

We’ll build you a customized exam covering
only the topics you need to know. See how
you’ll score BEFORE it counts.
Full membership
is s7.95/week.

Lots of
FREE stuff.

Sign up now and
get 25% off.

In the registration process you wig be asked for a "coupon code".
Enter the word ’PAPER’ to get 25% off. Offer expires 12/311951.

thinkwell.com
Mdke the Utdde.

(40819.36.1610

I)0 ou want to he a State of the art Sports reporter?
The School of Journalism & Mass Communications
announces a new class offering for Spring 2000

MCOM 96B
Sports Reporting Online
Thursday 6:30 to 9:15 p.m.

Dwight Bentel Hall Rm. 133
Code #21217
Lower Division- 3 units
This innovative new class is open to all SJSU students
regardless of major- freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors.
There are no prerequisites.
Taught by famous broadcast sports reporter and journalism
professor Robert Rucker, the class will examine and compare
traditional practices of sports reporting and new technological
approaches in the specialized field of sports journalism. Emphasis
will be on how web sites on the internet are working to meet the
ever growing public demand for instantaneous sports information.
Interactive opportunities will also be explored.

This is a new course not listed in the catalog or
schedule of classes. Students may enroll immediately
through TOUCH SJSU.
Prepare for an exciting, high demand career with
technology for the next millennium.
Sign up now.
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Movie beheads list
Tim Burton’s ’Sleepy Hollow’ one of the best films of the fall season
By Lance Analla

Movie Review

Daily staff wystyr

Most of director Tim Burton’s work can he
described as delightfully dreary.
With the help of Johnny Depp, who is currently starring in his third Burton film, the
director is able to maintain his ever-gloomy
style in the latest version of "Sleepy Hollow."
The story of "Sleepy Hollow," based on the
classic tale "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"by
Washigton Irving, is tailor-made for Burton.
He has created yet another masterpiece in
the vein of his other pictures such as
"Edward Scissorhands" and "Beetlejuice."
"Sleepy Hollow" begins in New York just
before the turn of the century in 1799.
Detective Ichabod Crane (Depp) is assigned
to investigate a series of gruesome beheadings supposedly committed by a headless
horseman in the village of Sleepy Hollow. A
reluctant Crane sets out to solve the case and
discovers he may be in over his head in solving this crime.
Once Crane arrives in Sleepy Hollow he
meets Katrina Van Tassel (Christina Ricci),
the daughter of the most prominent family in
the village, whom he falls for immediately.
Opposition is met early in the form of Brom
Van Brunt (Casper Van Dien), who develops a
distaste for Crane as quickly as Crane’s feelings begin for Katrina.
After a slew of murders begin upon
Crane’s arrival to Sleepy Hollow, he realizes
the killings are not random, but occur as a
pattern. With the help of a sidekick Young
Masbeth (Marc Pickering), Crane begins to
think the arrival of the headless horseman
may be linked to witchcraft.
Depp comes through with another brilliant performance, which is almost a given in
any role he takes. Depp is one of a handful of
big-name actors who can slip into a character
so vividly. He makes the audience forget

Rage
Continued from pg

about his A-list Hollywood status and instead
churns out a multi -dimensional role. He
plays the Crane character with an inquisitive, trial -and -error detective style. A hint of
Barney Fifishness is also prevalent, but only

Depp comes
through with another brilliant performance, which is
almost a given in
any role he takes.
seems to overshadow his underlying genius.
However, "Sleepy Hollow" contains more
than one excellent performance. Depp’s acting prowess is surprisingly rivaled by a 13 year-old child
in English newcomer
Pickering. Pickering’s Masbath, whose parents were mercilessly slaughtered by the
fuels his drive to
headless horseman
avenge his parents and his attempt to aid
Crane in catching the horseman. Pickering’s
apprentice character is somewhat metaphoric. He learns on -screen from Crane in the
film, and learns off-screen while feeding off
Depp’s own acting ability. To Pickering’s credit, he seems as if he could almost carry a
scene on his own.
Ricci’s performance is largely overshadowed by the other actors in the film. It is

But politics aside, it was more
the energy of de la Rocha that
came across Friday as he belted
out songs from each of the band’s
three albums. The lineup f’eatured songs such as "Bulls on
Parade," "Calm Like A Bomb,"
"Guerrilla Radio" and "Know
Your Enemy."
One song that got the full
attention of the crowd was
"Bullet In Your Head." After de
la Rocha told the crowd about
the ills of bowing to the flag,
they joined him in chanting "Ya
gotta bullet in ya head," repeatedly.
But it was nothing compared
to the band’s final song, "Killing

1

issues that Rage endorses,
including freeing former journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal, a convicted murder who the band believes
is wrongly convicted, and struggle in the Mexican state of
Chiapas.
While Rage could easily come
across as preachy, the dread locked de la Rocha and the band
did none of the sort except for an
ending note, which called far the
freedom for Murtha and all political prisoners.

hard to tell if Ricci’s acting is subpar or if she
is simply unable to outdo the excellent work
by her supporting cast.
Van Dien, after a series of low -budget,
largely embarrassing disasters such as
"Tarazan and the Lost City" and HBO’s
"Shark Attack," has decided to swallow his
pride and take a smaller role in a bigger
movie. His Brom is a condescending, testosterone-driven macho-man, who is jealous of
Crane. One has to wonder if Van Dien’s envy
for Depp is simply good acting or a genuine
feeling carried with him off-screen.
"Sleepy Hollow" is a thrill ride into another facet of Burton’s gothic world. Burton fans
will be able to see bits and pieces of his other
films in his current picture. Settings and
characters bring about memories of "Batman
Returns," "The Nightmare Before Christmas"
and of all films, "Pee-wee’s Big Adventure."
Burton is sure to win some new fans with
"Sleepy Hollow," and by keeping his eccentric
style intact, he’ll also have the die-hards
along for the ride.

MOVIE
FACTS
"Sleepy Hollow"
Rated R (graphic

Coppola

With Johnny Depp, Christina Ricci, Miranda
Richardson, Michael Gambon, Casper Van
Diem and Jefferey Jones
NOW playing all over the South Bay

in the Name." What the song
lacks in lyrics Morello made up
for with his astonishing guitar
techniques. De la Rocha dragged

out thi song and the already
frenzied crowd echoed his words
until the lights finally came on.
The crowd wanted an encore,

While Rage could easily come
across as preachy, the dreadlocked de la Rocha and the band
did none of the sort except for
an ending note, which called for
the freedom of Mumia and all
political prisoners.
One stop
shopping
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NEW YORK
BOSTON
COSTA RICA
LONDON
TOKYO
SYDNEY

Best Daily and Weekly Rates in Silicon Valley (Special Insurance and Shop Rates)
Wide variety of current model vehicle including Vans 7 to 15 passenger,

4X4’s and

convertibles.

(408)998-7200

Free Pick-up Service -(Geographically restricted in Silicon Valley)

located at 711 Coleman
Ave. (near San Jose Airport)
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Photo ,Imilesv of Paramount Pictures

Johnny Depp stars as lchabod Crane in Tim Burton’s
new sweeping tale, "Sleepy Hollow.’’
but the 70 -minute set was all
Rage was going to give Friday. It
would be hard to imagine de la
Rocha sustaining the same level
of energy for any longer duration
of time.
Rock fans were treated to a
hit of hip-hop before Rage
showed up. Los Angeles-based
underground group
Dilated
Peoples started things off and
veterans Gang Starr followed
them up.
Gang Starr
made
up of
Guru and DJ Premier
got
much less of a response from the
concert -goers than Rage did.
With a crowd not really wanting
or caring to see one of hip-hop’s

SAN JOSE 0:--a

greatest duos, their classics
went virtually unanswered. Big
Shug and Freddie Foxxx joined
Guru and DJ Premier for "The
Militia," but even the energy of
Foxxx could not muster much of
a response from the crowd.
Sound problems continued to
damper the performance, but
they still proclaimed themselves
the kings of the underground
before "You Know My Steez."
Premier closed the performance
by giving a homage to dead rappers such as 2pac, Notorious
BIG., Freaky Tab and Big L,
before Guru ended the set with
the title cut from the duo’s 1..tc.,t
album, "Full Clip."
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Look to your future!
Earn a
Bachelor of Science
In Nursing.

A is as important as Z
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475 E San Carlos St. call
or fax orders 408 288 5676
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Under 25 years of age ----OKAY!!! FEES WAVED
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Written by Andrew Kevin Walker
Photographed by Emmanuel Lubezki
Music by Danny Eltman
Executive produced by Francis Ford

BUY 1 GET 1

www. BargainVillage.com

violence and

Directed by Tim Burton

TOWNE THEATRE
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University of San Francisco
is now accepting for Spring 2000.
Nursing Majors
We have space for you! Call today!
415-422-6681

Whether you’ve danced
before or not...
HERE’S YOUR CHANCE!!
The following classes in dance technique
now satisfy one unit of the required
Physical Education credit:
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance

40A
40B
140A
140B
41A
41B
141A
141B
42A
42B
142A
142B
49A
49B

Modern Dance
Modern Dance
Modern Dance
Modern Dance
Ballet I
Ballet II
Ballet HA
Ballet III
Jazz I (sec 1 Hip
Jazz II
Jazz IIA
Jazz III
Tap I
Tap II

I
II
IIA
III

Hop)

airtifOstlay, November 23, 1999 -41’
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MOVIE
FACTS
"Toy Story 2"
Rated G (appropriate for at ages)
Directed by John Lasseter
Written by Andrew Stanton, Rita
Hsiao. Doug Chamberlin and Chris
Webb
Music by Randy Newman
Director of Photography Sharon
Calahan
With Tom Hanks, Tim Allen, Joan
Cusack, Kelsey Grammer, Don
Rickles and Jim Varney
Opens Wednesday in San Jose

Woody (Tom Hanks) dances
with Jessie (Joan Cusack) in
opening
"Toy Story 2,"
Wednesday in San Jose.
Photo (-oarless of Walt Disnes Pictures

Family fun is the ticket in Pixar’s new ’Toy Story 2’
By Clarissa Aljentera
Daily stall writer

Buzz Lightyear and Woody
come back to show the significance of a special toy.
Both are main characters in
"Toy Story 2," directed by John
Lasseter and presented in conjunction with Walt Disney and
Pixar Animation Studios.
"Toy Story 2" looks at the magical power of toys that mix with
the imagination of children.
Both Buzz and Woody belong
to Andy, a school-age boy in the
movie who turns his plastic, lifeless toys into good friends.
However, Andy treasures his cowboy Woody, one of the toys that
Andy has owned for quite some
time.
The original characters return
along with a few more to show
the effects of Woody.
The sequel brings back old
feelings, using emotions and
antics that made the first "Toy
Story" as popular as it was. The
movie grossed $360 million
worldwide at thebox office and

10

!!
.111

$4. v
Associated Students

sold more than 22 million videocassettes in the United States.
Buzz and Woody team up to provide leadership and camaraderie
throughout the movie.
"Toy Story 2" is a on par with
the original movie but is on its
own level with various computer
effects and animation techniques.
Though the overall feeling
achieved brings back similar feelings of children’s nostalgia, the
plot of "Toy Story 2" is quite different.
Andy is getting ready for
Cowboy Camp and leaves his toys
on their own.
But the fun stops when Woody
is kidnapped by Al McWhiggin,
the owner of Al’s Toy Barn.
Whiggin, the obsessed toy collector, needs Woody to make his collection complete.
The collection is based on
"Woody’s Roundup," which was a
TV show in the 1950s that
revolved around Woody, Jess the
cowgirl, Bullseye the horse and
Stinky Pete the prospector.
When Woody runs into these
new toys, they try to convince him
to stay and be part of the collec-

venues from an elevator shaft to
an airport baggage area. And
along with the new venues are
the addition of dust bunnies to
the movie.
They first appear when
tion. The toys were going to be
displayed at a prominent muse- Wheezy, Andy’s squeaky toy, is
found
on his shelf.
um until problems arose between
Wheezy is put to rest because
the prospector and Woody.
Woody is torn between his his squeaker doesn’t work, but he
obligation to stay with Andy and is rescued when Woody finds him
the chance for worldwide recogni- and brings him to be with the others.
tion with the Roundup gang.
However, instead of the characBack at Andy’s house, the toys
are in a panic without their fear- ters being rescued from a terrorless leader Woody, but Buzz steps izing neighbor like in the first
into place and assumes the new movie, a new character is introduced, Emperor Zurg. Zurg batrole.
Buzz and his gang of friends, tles Buzz toward the end of the
Mr. Potato Head, Slinky dog, movie. Zurg and Buzz were origiHamm and Rex all jump into nally from a video game which
action and make a great effort to comes to life when humans leave
the scene.
get Woody back.
From the new characters that
Their adventures take them to
Al’s Toy Barn, Whiggin’s high-rise were introduced to the hundreds
apartment building and a treach- of new sets, "Toy Story 2" still
reinforces the same ideas it did in
erous journey through the city.
The journeys the toys take are the original movie.
Lasseter doesn’t disappoint
very different than those seen in
the original "Toy Story." Instead of audiences with the childlike feelbeing set primarily in Andy’s ing instilled as the characters act
room, the toys explore various out on screen.

Movie Review
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’Rhetoric’
pleases
Student plays enlighten and entertain
By Christina Lucarotti
Doily staff writer

I

Keeping in mind that college
theaters are not the place to find
performances,
Broadway
"Rhetoric" was a fun night of live
entertainment.
The collection of one-act plays
were written, directed and performed by San Jose State
University students.
"Captain’s Log," written by Jeff
Vinall and directed by Jeanna
Hurd, had the most developed
story line.
Resembling a classic sitcom,
"Captain’s Log" chronicled the disasters of dating in 1999.
Captain Kirk (Sam Means), who
had traveled back in time to save
President Clinton from an assassination by Klingons, gave Steven
(Thomas Nores) the advice he
needed to score with his date,
Charlotte (Holly Noell Kincaid),
after having insulted both her and
the waitress, Donna (Melissa
Navarro), at the restaurant where
they had met for their date.
The writing was creative and
witty, often poking fun at the computer industry, engineers and the
risks of meeting people in chat
rooms.
"Doctor Knows Best," written by
Stas Ushomirsky and directed by
Emily Stewart, told the twisted
tale of a patient (Jeff Vinall) trying
to get a certificate of health for
work from an insane doctor (Kevin
Miller) and slutty nurse (Darcie
Grover), who practices pole dancing in the office doorways.
The script called for strange
props, such as juniper cables

instead of defibrillator paddles.
"Mouth to mouth" was a chance
for the doctor and nurse to makeout while the patient remained
unconscious on the ground.
The patient died before getting
his certificate of health, making
him eligible to be a working stiff.
The gags in this satire were
extreme, causing the audience to
cringe and laugh at the same time.
"Method Writer," written by
Christine Silva and directed by
Stewart, was the story of a desperate writer attempting to sabotage
the relationship of her performers
for the sake of her art.
The story had the typical villain
(Lucinda Dobinson), sidekick
(Jemmy Carssow) and victim characters (Theresa Lubeley and D.
Joey Stone) combined with misunderstandings to create the plot.
In the end, the villain’s evil ways
were exposed by her sidekick.
"This I’m Certain," written and
directed by Rhonda Oxley, dramatically portrayed the story of a
painter, Hannah (Lilly Small), separated from her love, Zory (Luane
Beck), by death.
Lilly Small and Luane Beck
gave emotional performances, holding the audience’s attention
throughout the play. But the script
left some ambiguity over the circumstances of their relationship.
Overall, "Rhetoric" was an
entertaining collection of student
efforts and talents.

Theater
Review

Cam us Recreation weekly
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Vitness
Torsten Turkey sez:
"Make sure ta eat yer vegetables dis holiday break,
so’s I don’ hafta get angry!"
Fughidaboudit!
Stuff yourself silly because there’s still two weeks
of fitness classes left.
For more information, call Matt @ 924.6217

Intromurals
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Upcoming Events
December 13 - In All AS Offices
Bowl Bonanza -Select the winners of the college football bowls and win a T-shirt!
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Open Rec will be closed
all this week for the Thanksgiving Holiday.
Open Rec will resume on Monday Nov. 29th.
Fall Open Rec will end on Dec 8th.

RI
Student Unlon Moin Level
830 430
In AS Business OffIce
for info call Akron.
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Intramural Playoffs
3 on 3 Basketball Playoffs

PHC Floor Hockey Playoffs

Tuesday, November 30th, SPX 44
7:00 pm - Triple Threat Vs. Kappa Sigma Gold
7:30 pm - Blue Devils Vs. Kappa Sigma Silver
7:30 pm - Bulls Vs. Sigma Nu
8:00 pm - Beta Theta Pi Vs. Ice Cold
8:00 pm - Kappa Sigma Bronze Vs. Showtime
8:30 pm - The Raja Augis Vs. The First
8:30 pm - South San Jose Playaz Vs. DGAF
9:00 pm - Savage Productions Vs. Club 550 Sport
9:00 pm - Inure Vs. Sigma Pi Silver
9:30 pm - Perfect Mix Vs. Bonkey
9:30 pm - ATC’s Vs. Deke’s Rebellion

Tuesday, November 30th, YUH 6
7:00 pm .Alpha Phi Vs. Alpha Omega Pi
8:00 pm - Delta Gamma Vs. Kappa Delta
9:00 pm- Delta Zeta Vs. Winner of 7pm game
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Where music lives.
www.tunes.com
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Where do all your favorite artists call home? Tunes.com. At Tunes.com you’ll find the entire
music universe at your fingertips. Thousands of MP3s. Concert photos. Videos. The latest music

news. Even live concert webcasts. Not to mention fresh content from Rolling Stone and Down Beat. Tons of artists, tons

of music all under one virtual roof. It’s all here at Tunes.com. Come on in. DOWEATIAR,
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CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
Mau* no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any gUlliantes knelled. The
assailed columns of the Spartan
Deily consist of mid ethernet
and offerings we not approved or
milled by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
CALFED BANK-200 W TAYLOR ST
St (40812863334 CALL DARLENE
Cust very rep P/T w/benefits
Exp. Cash handling/windows NT

SALES, PART-TIME Attention Car
Audio Enthusiasts - Wireless
World Mobile Audio wants YOU!
Bhng us your extensive knowledge
of Car Audio & we will provide you
with an outlet for your obsession.
Work Part -Time as a Bay Area
Mobile Audio Specialist. Earn a
Competitive Hourly Wage PLUS
Sales Commission. Take advantage of our Employee Purchase
Programs with ALPINE, ECLIPSE.
KICKER, CLARION. CLIFFORD and
more! Submit resume to Dennis
Cole, fax: 408-776-3148 or
e-mail: dcolabiwirelessworld.com.
Questions? Leave message at
800-983-8137.

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL UFES
College Career/Internship Night
Thurs. Dec. 9th from 6pm-7:30pm
ATTENTION
For more info or to RSVP, call Exploding Natl. Sales/Mktg. Co.
535-5715.
seeks team players for rapid
local expansion. XInt career
TUTORS NEEDED in elementary growth oppty. Travel, fun & money.
(2) and higher level math (1). Pay Training provided. PT/FT. (408)
$20/hr, flex hrs. Exp. in tutoring a 363.0745.
must. For details A-OK Tutoring,
408-363-8902.
MERCHANDISER
P/T for Fashion Accessories Co.
WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T
1-800-767-8555 s224
Monday through Friday. good
schedules. Your vehicle with clean
CORPORATE REBEL
DMV & ins. Economy car or pickup
$2-38/mo. P/T
w/shell. Call Gold Rush Express
Full-Time Income P/T Hours
(courier/messenger) local and Bay Training provided. Recruiting and
Area jobs. 408-292-7300. Visit at
sales avail. No door to door or
706 E. Gish Rd., San Jose. Ask telerniktg, Call 4082607599 now.
for Jr or Sr. Excellent pay/benefits
and $200 hiring bonus; 1/2 now BERLITZ LANGUAGE CENTER
and 1/2 after 90 days.
seeks proficient speakers in Engish,
German, Korean. No teaching
AUTISM ASSISTANT
background. We train. Part-Time.
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK Call Marion, 408-377-9513.
old
with our 3 yr
mildly autistic child.
We have an intensive home pro- WANTED! PT & FT STAFF that
gram based on applied behavior want to have fun working for the
analysis & the skillful use of YMCA w/school age children. Good
positive reinforcement (Lovaas pay, flexible hours, good benefits.
Method).
Call 408-257-7160 ext. 52.
Professional training will be
TUTOR WANTED: 2-1/2 yr autistic
provided by Autism Partnership.
Academic credit may be avail. boy. Training provided. Flex hrs.
Rex hours: Mornings, Afternoons, $10.50/tr. le SJSU. 408-2874750.
Evenings or Weekends
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
Located in San Jose, near Evergreen
to get $S PAID $5
Valley College. Please call Manju
to lose up to 30 lbs.
at 408-2704219.
in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
STUDENT UNION 108 OPENINGS!
Call (408)793-5256.
Looking for a great place to work?
The Student Union, Inc. has the
following student opportunities SUMMER Management Program
NOW HIRING FUTURE BUSINESS
available:
LEADERS. Marketing. Sales and
Graphic Designer
Management Skills Trained.
Information Services
Confidence, Leadership and
Lifeguard Aquatic Center
Motivation Required. Salary range:
Fitness/Entry Assistant Sport Club
$5,000 (base) - $20.000 (summer)
1-800-298-9675
Office Assistant Event Services
wienv.varsitystudentcom
Maintenance Assistant Union
Student
For an application, please stop by
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
14-8 school seeks responsible
the Student Union Administration
Office on the 3rd floor of the individuals for extended daycare.
Student Union Bldg, Room 315, P/T in te afternoon. No ECE units
Monday - Friday, clam- Erprn (we’re required. Previous experience with
open during lunch too!)
children preferred. Please call
244-1968 x 16
GRADUATING IN DECEMBER?
Variety of start-up companies
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/
interviewing for top talent.
HOST- FT & PT positions avail.
Sales, Marketing & Engineering Busy family style restaurant in
opportunities available.
S’vale. All shifts avail. Rex hrs.
Call us at 888.999.GRAD to
$9.25 to start. Call Wendy @
set up an appointment.
408-733-9331.
viww.ScholastIcRecrults.com
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/SALES
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS! Data
Internet experience a must.
Entry. Medical Billing Co in Fremont.
$9.00- $11.50/hr + bonuses,
Fax resume: 510-623-0154 or call
raises. Great opportunity!
Munira at 510.623.0151 for info.
email: work@addr.com
fax: (408) 615-1569
BEN/ED TUTORS to work with
children with Autism. Majors: Psy, TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Soc. Child Den, Sp Ed, Ed. No Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec. Dept
expenence required. Flexible hours, Elementary Savo! Age Recreation
prog. P/T hrs. 2.6pm. M.F. A few
competitive pay. 408-218.5208.
positions avail approx lam-ham.
TEACHERS P/T ESL, Spanish, )(Int salary, no ECE units req.
Japanese, Chinese teachers for Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
adults Sr kids. Elementary Phonics.
Reading. Math. Experience &
PART TIME / FLEX TIME
training preferred. Good pay.
Mon. -Fir. $12.00/hr
Language 2 Academy, 5965 Rapidly growing e -commerce
Almaden Expressway. Suite A. company has positions open in
product packaging/shipping.
Fax: 408-323-8288.
Accuracy and attention to detail
BAMBOOLA Is seeking enerptIc is required but otherwise, no
employees for various positions. experience necessary. Contact
Please apply in person at 5401 Diane at 408.260-6981, by email
to diane@bamerica.com or FAX
Camden Ave. San Jose 95124.
your resume to 408-260-6978.
SECURITY GUARDS
Full-Time/Part-Time
$9 -$10 To Start
Start Today / Hiring Bonus
Join Our Team
Atlas Security and Patrol
(4081972-2099

TELEMARKETING Part/Full-Time
SECURRY
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourty
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
We will train you. Student Fnendly .6. bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
F/T. P/T. Weekdays & Weekends. blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
Media Promotions 408-494,0200.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts,
Flexible Schedule.
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
408-247 4827
needed for small, exclusive shop
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC. and kennel. PT. Toes-Sat. Must be
reliable, honest, able to do physai
offers positions for:
Yak Ei. voriorg w/dogs preferred,
Merton Assistant Director’
but will train. Great oppty for dog
Teachers Teacher Aides
FT & PT opportunities available lover! $6.50 hr. Can FAX resume to
working with infant/toddler, 403/3770109 or Call 371-9115.
preschool & school age children.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
salary, excellent benefits package Part-time work available with
to FT 8, PT employees and an flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
enriching work environment. For Internships possible
positions avail at our centers in: NI majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino, Some conditions apply
Morgan Hill & Redwood City Start at $13.10 base - appt.
Earn $65 -$393 per week
cal (408) 371-99(70r
Gain valuable experience in
far resures to (408) 371-7685
customer service & sales
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
For more info about COI/CDC & No experience necessary
qualifications, call our 24 Hour Extensive training provided
Jobline @ 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
llam 4pm
Si STARTUP P/T telemarketer CALL 979-9700
www.workforstudents.com
needed. Good pay. flexible hrs.
fnendly environment. growth GPM.
Exp. required. Call 408-260-8733. GRAPHIC DESIGNER Design and
produce print advertising. website &
promo material for leading Bay Area
CROCODILE CAFE
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the wireless retail chain in this entryCrocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall. level, part-time position with signifiCome join our talented team of cant growth opportunity. We are
hosts, food runners. bussers. and looking for an enthusiastic. creative
servers. We’re always accepting individual who is proficient in Illusapplications. Please apply in trator, Photoshop. Quark. & PageThurday, 2- 5pm. maker for MAC. Ad layout/newspaperson Monday.
per layout a plus but will consider
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
entry-level designer with strong creENTERTAINERS. Fun Science ative skills. Students apply- Internprograms. Need reliable car & ship possible! Submit resume to
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will Mn Moore, fax: 408-776-3148 or
train. Mad Science 408/262- email: ann@wirelessworld.com.
5437.REPUTABLE MONTESSORI Questions? Leave message at
has openings for following positions: 408-681-4779.
DAYCARE STAFF PERSON
Part-Time (2:30-6:30). Working TEACH DRIVING. Company car.
Good Pay. After school + wknds.
with elementary aged children.
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT HS grad. 18+. Call 971-7557
Full or Part -Time. Must have www.deluxedriving.com.
6 ECE units.
Contact Usa at 408-723-5140 SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
(8-25hours/week) positions available with youth serving agency.
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools. Opportunities include gang prevenDegree / Credential NOT Required. tion specialist, after school coordiOpportunity for beaching exp. Need nator (at.nsk elementary & middle
Car. VM: (408) 287.4170 ext. 408. school), data entry and admin
support. Bilingual Spanish a plus.
EOE/AAE
Salary $8 to $12 an hour.
For Part-Tlme and
Resume and cover letter to Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara County Full-Tlme Positions, call
Dept. MM. 1310 S. Bascom Ave.,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
San Jose, CA 95128. AA/EOE
Fast placement, no fees
Office jobs in local companies Fax: (408) 287-8025 or Email:
asullivanggirlscouts-gsscc.org
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
THE OLD SPAHETT1 FACTORY
San Jose to San Mateo
Now hiring for part time positions.
Phone: (650) 325-1133
We offer:
Fax: (650) 325-3639
Flexible schedules.day or evening,
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
a great environment with
excellent benefits.
P/T INSTRUCTORS - PARTY
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES, Graphic
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
have
Designers & Writers wanted for At
our own training program!!
weekly newspaper. PT & Intern- We are looking for neat, bright. &
ship available. Call 408-928-1750 energetic peopie in the folorying areas:
or fax resume to 408928-1757.
Food Server (21 or older please),
Hostess. Busser, & Kitchen Help.
Apply in person
DEUVERY DRIVERS WANTED’
2pm to 4pm, Monday thru Friday
Earn $200 every weekend.
Must have reliable truck & ins.
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
Lifting required.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
408-292-7876
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area Reschod Teaches and Aides. F/T &
Clerical, Technical, Full-time. P/T positions available. Substitute
Cal Lupe 408/942-8866 or email positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
lupe@electronixstaffing.com.
required for teacher positions but
ACUFACTS SECURITY
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
Full 8, part-time positions available Development majors. Please call
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
Paid training
fax resume to 2487350.
Excellent benefits
No experience necessary
Apply in personal
EGG DONORS NEEDED! NI races.
Ages 21-30. Compensation $5.000.
555 D Mendian Ave. San Jose
Or call Laune at 408-286-5880. OPTIONS National Fertility Registry.
1-800-886-9373
vrviwv.fertilityoptions.com
LIBRARY
Full-Time / Part-Time Positions
Available Throughout CA.
$1800 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
Librarians. Assts. & Clerks
information. Call 202-452-5901.
Library Education/Experience.
Wilt us at www.almusccom

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

VALET PARKERS - Part-time,
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and have
a valid CDL. Immediate opening &
flexible schedules available. Earn
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call
1-9252104232. Golden Gate Valet
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
FAMILY FUN NIGHT Coordinator
Looking for fun self-starter to head
the YMCA Friday Family Fun Night
program. Minimum 10 hours per
week with flexible weekday administration time. Must have good
communication skills with children
and adults. 298-1717 x34.
TEACHER/TEACHER ASST. Come
loin our team! NAEYC Acaed Cntr
in Svle FT/PT. All ages. Exper/Ed
preferred. Call Traci 245-7285.
EARN EXTRA CASH II
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
650.3244900. MI, 8-4:30.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Ambitious & energetic people
needed, FT/PT. Earn 58-515 per
hour (average). Flexible, will work
around your school schedule.
Lots of fun and earn good money.
Call (408(867-7275, leave
voicemal or email us at
www.conntrvanparking.com. Leave
name and number where you can
be contacted.

FAX: 408-924-3282

UMMg

SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
PT & FT with excellent benefits
Call 370-1877 x 29.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for a Daycare Assistant
6 ECE units required.
Children 2 - 6 years old. Contact
Pascale at 408615-1254.
INSTRUCTIONAL NOES Spec. Ed
& Regular Class $8.60-$11.52 hr.
Saratoga School District.
Cal 8673424x504 for application
& information. Immediate Need.

DIRECT SALES MARKETING,
International Golf Co. SJSU
location, $I.0430 per hour, part
or full time. Morning or afternoon.
Call 971-1645.
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
wanted. Fun environment, close to
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Rex
Fours. Central YMCA 2981.717x34.
DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
TEACHERS, & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of Santa
Clara Valley is now hiring for
Preschool & School-Age Childcare
Centers in San Jose. Cupertino,
Santa Clara, Los Gatos. Saratoga.
Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas 8,
Berryessa. Full and part-time
positions available. Hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams.
great experience in working with
children, career advancement.
and good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, education, recreation,
psychology, sociology, physical
education and/or other related
fields. Please call Beth Profio at
408-291-8894 for information and
locations.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/perm
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers, Etc.
(408) 866-8550
PT CASH $1,000- $1,500/MO.
Looking for the ideal part-time
college oppty, with great income +
flexible hours? San Jose Area
Marketing & Promotions firm is
looking for individuals to help out
in the following areas:
*Public Relations /Promotions
Marketing /Sales
*Training / Recruiting
Please call for appt. 408-483-2573

Daily

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
"Good Students" "Educators"
"Engneers" "Scientists"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to speak telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when maidng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchand I se.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

1JUCILP:LUULIUUFJULIUUUJIJI:ICLILIJULILIIJUCI
CILLILIL1JULILILILLILILEJLIULICILILLILILILILIJULILI
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Four
Three
One
Two
Day
Days
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$7
$9
$11

Nome
Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREOUFJ-ICY WOWS’
20+ consecutive issues: receive 100, off.
40 + consecutive issues: receive 20C off
50 r consecutive issues: receive 25C off.
local rate, apply to Santa Clara County adytartlaws
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces.
Additional wads may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.

Please check /
one classification:

Adbess
/F cow

Cdv&Slale
Pfione

Send check or money order b: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily aassifleds
SenJoee State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
IN Deadline: 10-00 am two weekdays before publication.
II All ads are prepaid. MI No refunds on cancelled ads.
111 Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Lost and Found* _ Rental Housing
Announcements _ Shared Housing
Real Estate
Campus Clubs
Services
Greek Messages
HealthR3eauty
Events
Sportsfihnlls
Volunteers
Insurance
For Sale
Entertainmeni
Autos For Sale
Travel
Electronics
Tutoring
Wanted
Word Processing
Employment
Scholarships
Opportunites

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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SHARED HOUSING

RENTAL HOUSING

SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRIA APTS. MU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Live in luxury and walk to school! Fun & fnendly environment
5 Minute walk to campus
We offer a pool, spa, sauna,
Weffeguipped Kitchen
full arm on-site management, all
appliances included.central A/C. *Computer & Study rooms
2 Pianos and Game rooms
Stop by today for a tour.
Laundry facilities
Open Monday thru Saturday.
Parking
THE COLONNADE
For American & International
201 So 4th St. (408) 279-3639.
Students
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
$500 COTTAGE YARD PET OK
tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between
WORD PROCESSING $575 LARGE CLEAN STUDIO
San Carlos & San Salvador).
2BR $750 LARGE YARD
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 38R $1050 LARGE CLEAN QUIET
Theses. Term Papers. Resumes, 4BR $1500 GARAGE YARD
OPPORTUNITIES
Grow Projects, etc.
5BR $1795 LARGE YARD PET OK
MORE AVAILABLE AU. AREAS
All formats, specializing in APA.
TALK TO ME AGAIN
Micro/mini tape transcription. Fax.
SECTION 80K
408244.2300 CALRENTALS.COM (PHONE PROBLEM LAST TIME)
Experienced, dependable,
As a teen were you ever without
quick return.
a place to call home? Have you
Cali Linda 408-264-4504.
ORIGINAL 1920’s 8 pies. 1 BR
bonus/office. Clean, quiet sober couch surfed, stayed in shelters.
& financially responsible only. or on the streets? If so, I’d like to
BEAUTY/HEALTH Yard + 1 off street parking. $900. talk with you. I’m a student at
SJSU wnting about youths’
& up. 551C S. 6th St. 292-1890
expenences. It’s confidential and
or 746-1900. Allan.
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
you’ll receive $ for your time.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Please call Anne 408-868-9235
Specialist. Confidential.
for more info.
Your own probe or disposable.
SERVICES
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
PREGNANT? FREE Ws& In Tests
247-7488
for problem pregnancies at the
.bworks.com/elec/
practice/briseno.htm
Juan Diego Center 12 N. White
"FOR THEY SHALL BE
Rd. off Alum Rock. Call 258-2008.
COMFORTED"
BEAUTY CLUB: 505S. 10th St.
Watch this Christian Science
#205. Hair cut as low as $6. PROF. WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
1 free cut for every 10 visits. 815 Enhance Photography. 8 hours Lecture. Sunday at 9am on IV 65
KKPX. National Bible Week
for full-set nails. 408-993-2250. coverage. 170 prints, 1 11x14, 8,
Novemtici 22-28, 1999.
(corner of 10th & Williams) Ingagement Sitting included.
$950.00. Call 408.723-8053.
YOUR PERSONAUTY determines
MEN & WOMEN
your success: relationships,
DEBT PROBLEMS?
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing REDUCE your monthly bills up to school. future! Call 800-755-8003
60%. CONSOLIDATE your bills for free personality and IQ testing.
or using chemicals. Let us
(aedrt cards, student loans, medical.
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest - Lip cars, IRS) into ONE LOW monthly ADVERTISERS - Coupon Book
payment. FREE CONSULTATION. forming 10,000 copies, $350 gets
- Bikini - Chin . Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15% 408-278-1500 / 800-774-7977 you in. Also Computer Services:
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if GEFS, Inc. 12 S. First St. Ste. 406 WP. DTP, Graphic Design, Web
Pages, Custom Photo T-shirts,
San Jose, CA 95113.
made before 12/31/99.
Color Photo Business Cards. etc.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
Commission Sales Jobs, too!
WRMNG HELP:
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Cmbl.
408-287-9158
Highest quality writing, editing,
(408) 379-3500.
gftostwriting. Essays, application http://members.aol.com/funkeyjim
statements, reports, etc.
IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
INSURANCE
ft’s about freedom. It’s about you!
(510)601-9554 or
"WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY? Find
email bolIckbest.com
BEST RATES ON
out for yourself. Order ’WHAT IS
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
AUTO INSURANCE
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
Free Phone Quotes
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
No Driver Refused
per
year.
the Church of Scientology.
Only
$57.00
4x4’s
1-800-293-8483.
Save 30%- 60%
Accidents
on
your
dental
needs.
Cancelled
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
Tickets
D.U.I.
S. R. Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am - 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
fief gee@aol.corn

ANNounmeas

TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
Join the team at Small World
Schools and get great experience
working with kids ages 5 - 12.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
competitive pay, excellent training,
and a fun work environment.
FT and PT available. Call (408)
283.9200 ext. 21.

FOR SALE

University

BRINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics - Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
SAT GED - CBEST ESL TOEFL
Computer: Vis.Basic. Vis.C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408 298-7576
Email: tutor907630aotcom

LAW OFFICE, DRIVER POSITION.
Flexible hours. Pay is $8/hr. Car &
gas provided. Need good driving
record. Call 244-4200.

ViVASNIART.COM
Buy/Sell Your Stuff & More!
Bikes. Cars, Jobs. Roommates.
Visit SJSU’s FREE marketplace @
www.evasmartcom

State

Jose

San

ROSS WORD

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
30
32
33
35
40
42
44
45
47
48
50
52
56
58
59
64
65
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

ACROSS
Quits
Sphng event
- food
Asian country
Poison -ivy
symptom
Actress Foch
Like some
gases
Writer Wiesel
Got down
Chocolate treat
Lacking vigor
Actress
Hayworth
Gaudier
Puzzle direction
Optimistic
Dock
Historic St.
Louis bridge
Works on a
magazine
Sign
Certain
dissenter
Family car
OPEC member
Host Jay
Fence opening
Parched feeling
Stew ingredient
Cordon Tame
Anteater
Twofold
Court dividers
Moses’
mountain
- Stanley
Gardner
Ripens
Upright
Actor Foxx
Fair
Salamanders

DOWN
1 Type of milk

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MWMMO IMMO MOW
OMUNW MORD MHO
DMIAMB DOOPM MOD
BOOMM MOON
OUNWMN
MUMMODM
BMWEIMB WOOMM
MAUI =MP MOM
BOB
BONO
ONO@
MOM NOUMEA BOON
MMMNW MUMMOD
MOUBMWO
MOMMUM
MESON OWMOM
MOO MIMEO NMUUM
@MB MAMMA MEIMMO
ONO BOOM WOWOM
Cieeeunmenewnisyre.e,
2 Writer Morrison 37 Centurion’s
highway
3 Pitcher
38 Cans
Hershiser
39 Glasgow native
4 - up: become
41 Financial
cheerful
backer
5 Mythical
43 Go inside
creatures
46 Some
6 Pick up the tab
discounts
7 Ship’s rope
49 Stadiums
8 "- live and
New York
51
breathe!"
river
9 Bike parts
52
More unusual
10 Foul-up
53 Ronstadt’s "11 Greased
No Good"
12 Join forces
54 Heat almost
13 Tardier
the boiling
to
21 More prudent
point
23 Lobby
55 Like some
26 Concert sights
bathrooms
27 Singer Nat
57 Cowboy’s
"King" rope
28 Interstate, ag
60 Ivy, e.g.
29 A whale of a
61 Over again
movie!
62 Rave’s
31 Safety agcy.
partner
34 Mine entrance
63 Young goats
36 Where to Und
66 Type of trip?
a hero
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If you agree, read on We’re netLibrary We’re thousands of books online
As in, ready to read, research and save you time We call them eBooks
and they’re right on your computer. 24/7. Ask your campus librarian or

check us out at www.netLibrary.com

-

